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E-Cablaje
E-Cablaje is one of the main Romanian producers of 
electrical cables, control cables, brake and clutch, for 
motor vehicle, cords and leads, insulated, electric, with 
moulded-on plugs, cable assemblies, wiring harnesses/
looms and cable connector assemblies.

Stand 3

Tri-Wall Romania
We are a global company with more than 60 years 
presence on the market working to deliver locally the 
best packaging solutions that : Save time and labour 
Reduce costs Improve efficiency Support sustainability 
through our customers’ supply chain. We produce heavy 
duty packaging for big industrial products or small, fragile 
ones for delivery on a global scale – locally, nationally and 
internationally.

Stand 4

KFactory
KFactory is a designer, manufacturer, and distributor 
of smart technology software used to enhance the 
manufacturing process. Our leading-edge technology 
reinvents how factories operate by providing a unique 
platform that empowers manufacturers to reach 
production goals, improve production processes, and 
stay competitive within the industry. KFactory is your 
partner in your manufacturing success. We understand 
your operational processes and propose technical 
solutions that can maximize your manufacturing 
potential, efficiency, and performance, as well as make 
you more sustainable.

Stand 5

Multitech
Efficiency on the Production Line - For more than 14 years, 
Multitech has been offering equipment and specific 
solutions to manufacturing industries from the most 
important global brands in the fields of marking, labeling 
and industrial automation. Multitech’s solutions support 
and optimize the production processes of hundreds of 
companies in Romania.

Stand 6

Euro Sandow
Euro Sandow is one of the leading producers for custom 
made elastic nets, shock cords, bungee cords, elastic 
straps, luggage and floor nets for a wide variety of 
securing applications. Most of the products are designed 
for the automotive industry as a 2nd tier supplier.

Stand 1

Dallmayr Vending & Office SCS
We have the right solution. Whether it’s a drinks machine, 
an industrial coffee machine or a snack machine. We 
provide the right vending machine concept for every 
company and every taste. From the compact coffee 
machine for small offices to versatile fully automatic 
coffee machines, through to a modern vending machine 
station with hot/cold drinks and snacks in your company’s 
corporate design. Make the working day as pleasant as 
possible for your employees and customers and offer 
them top-quality Dallmayr coffee.

Stand 7

Octavic PTS
Octavic’s mission is to deliver the best decision-making 
framework in the industry by offering real-time insights 
from manufacturing processes. As a young and dynamic 
startup, our solution is quickly being adopted by the 
pharmaceutical, automotive, and other manufacturing 
industries all around the world.

Stand 8

Paragraf Ltd
Paragraf is the first company in the world to mass produce 
graphene-based electronic devices using standard 
semiconductor manufacturing processes. Our line of 
magnetic, current and cryogenic sensors boast superior 
sensitivity, robustness and energy efficiency over existing 
products for use in EV/automotive, aerospace and 
quantum computing applications.

Stand 11

Trocellen
TROCELLEN® is one of the leading manufacturers of 
chemically and physically cross-linked polyolefin foams 
and combines its skills in the foam production with 
various converting capabilities. Together with our global 
partners, we realize innovative applications and solutions 
that meet the requirements of the automotive industry. 
Our perfect solutions with sustainable customer value are 
the result of our longtime experience combined with our 
passion for automobiles.

Stand 12

China DAE Motors
DAE Motors is a electric car manufacturer. 

Stand 13

Smith & Associates Europe
A Leading Global Distributor Supply chain management 
is challenging markets shift, products evolve, and 
forecasts change. Smith’s Intelligent Distribution™ model 
adapts to ever-changing demands by providing seamless 
global electronics sourcing and logistics, regardless of 
distribution channel or locale. Smith’s market expertise, 
custom supply chain services, and flexible logistics 
capabilities make your supply chain leaner, faster, and 
more efficient.

Stand 9

CERC-Timisoara
We are a company from Timisoara City , CERC-Timisoara 
The overall objective is to support the implementation of a 
package of services and training programs for the benefit 
of enterprises in the sector. The strategic objective is to 
achieve the national benchmark status within the DKMT 
region in the field of innovation and know-how transfer 
for the automotive sector. The short-term goal is to create 
a functional center with 3 integrated components: a 
training academy in the automotive sector, a consulting 
portfolio for sector suppliers and a laboratory for the 
collaborative use of specialize.

Stand 2

Stand 10
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Decomar Logistic
DLOG is a proactive and dynamic organization that 
offers high-end quality services , expertise in: Quality 
control,Quality engineering ,Logistics services ,Project 
management. The Team is driven by qualitative principles 
and by ethical business approach with an international 
profile. 1.

Stand 14

IDPROCESS
Our company is a Premium Distributor for world leaders 
in identification solutions and workplace safety, we take 
pride in offering the best solutions possible, answering 
challenges set by industries, by the environment they 
operate in, or by legislative bodies.  Safety. Our way of life. 

Stand 15

Italia Instruments
Italia Instruments SRL has as main object of activity the 
supply of marking machines, tools, devices and measuring 
machines in 3D coordinates at European level and is the 
exclusive distributor of the Aberlink, Automator, Gerardi 
and Microtech brands on the Romanian territory.
We specialize in providing complete solutions in the 
field of metrology, marking and engraving of parts in 
the Electronics, Fashion, Aerospace, Automotive, Heavy 
Equipment and Construction, Food, Raw Materials, 
Car Manufacturers, Defense, Recreation and Medical 
products. Our experience in the field, continuous 
specializations and the support of world-renowned 
manufacturers, help us solve the particular problems of 
customers and offer premium services from the creation 
of customized projects to the implementation of systems 
/ machines and providing the necessary maintenance 
and technical support.

Stand 16

Admasys Ro 
We are specialists in 3D printing and 3D scanning

Stand 17

Schlösser
Producer and supplier of stamped and cut parts made by 
non-metallical materials.

Stand 18

Leonardo Group
We are a consulting and trade company that supports 
partners with lean products and knowledge. We focus 
on lean transformation at production companies. Our 
consulting services include training of key staff, creating 
lean strategy, analyzing and improving value streams as 
well as improvement workshops. Our products include 
Visual Management products from Orgatex Germany 
(www.orgatex.com, floor marking, shelf and box labelling, 
material handling and material preparation, team boards 
and kanban systems. Another major product range is lean 
logistics. We sell the products of K. Hartwall from Finland, 
including dollies for material transport, shelf wagons and 
the LiftLiner milkrun train. Also included is the KLT Lifter 
from Syskomp from Germany, which provides ergonomic 
positioning of components at the production workplace.

Stand 19

UE Systems Europe
YOUR PARTNER IN ULTRASOUND Technology. Training. 
Tools. Resources. UE Systems is the world leader in 
providing ultrasound instruments & training solutions for 
predictive maintenance, reliability, condition monitoring 
and energy saving programs. We assist companies 
worldwide implementing ultrasound technology in their 
maintenance & reliability best practices, by providing the 
right inspection instruments, the right training, license-
free software and continuous support.

Stand 20

Molex
For 80 years, Molex has been driving innovation in 
electronics, supporting industries from Automotive to 
Healthcare and Consumer to Data Communications. 
Our customers rely on Molex to deliver breakthrough 
connectivity at scale. We help them master change and 
create the most important advances through powerful 
innovation, engineering excellence, end-to-end supply 
chain optimization, and world-class manufacturing 
capabilities. We believe in the transformative power of 
creating connections. We use innovation, engineering 
excellence, commitment to quality and reliability 
and superior customer experience to improve 
communication, elevate experiences, and engage and 
inspire people everywhere.

Stand 21

Greiner Assistec
Europe’s leading manufacturer of customized, sustainable 
& innovative plastic solutions & products, packagings & 
machinery.

Stand 23

Nokto Studios
Nokto is a network of freelancers focused on the 
automotive industry that covers the entire development 
cycle of a product. We connect companies with qualified 
automotive freelancers from Romania, streamlining the 
hiring process and helping you find the right fit for your 
project needs. We can provide either one freelancer or 
we can form an entire team of freelancers for maximum 
flexibility and productivity.

Stand 24

CIM
CIM has a long experience on supplying metal plate 
marking systems to the automotive and industrial sectors, 
necessary to identify products and components. Marking 
technologies : embossing, debossing , dot matrix , laser 
engraving.

Stand 25

Conductive
CONDUCTIVE the plastic thermoforming company 
designs, manufactures, and sells tailor-made logistic 
products for individual industrial projects since 2003. We 
produce logistic trays, sell plastic containers, pallets, and 
plastic crates (also in ESD). We are certified by ISO 9001 
and ISO 14001. We supply several top car and electronics 
companies. We have meaningful exports to the EU and 
also to Romania. In recent years, we became the exclusive 
representative of several successful foreign companies 
too. 

Stand 26

Stand 22



Jutrix UAB
Jutrix is the leading supplier of stamped, bent, deep 
drawn parts according to customers drawings. Our core 
competence is progressive coil stamping. Production 
base is over 50 different presses from fully automatic 
lines 300 t to the single press machines from 3 t up to 
1000 t; hydraulic presses - 100-250 t. Tool shop in-house. 
ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001 certified. Products 
assembly by pressing, riveting, welding.

Stand 33

INMAACRO
Due company management ambition with a business 
that has grown organically, with a natural evolution in 
the course of over 25 years of existence, the company 
INMAACRO S.R.L. has extensive experience in providing 
industrial equipment. S.C. INMAACRO S.R.L. is the 
technical and commercial representative of companies 
from Germany, Switzerland, Holland, Italy and Taiwan 
which are producers of machine tools, measuring and 
control machines, cutting tools, accessories and software.

Stand 34

TP Electrics
Cable harness manufacturer and PCB assembly.

Stand 35

Effective Flux
Consulting, training and digitalisation services provider. 
We delivered trainings (including over 100 customised) 
to over 450 companies for quality(including specific 
automotive) , time study, engineering, lean, Six Sigma, 
MINITAB, maintenance, logistics, MsOffice and many 
other.

Stand 36

Exact Systems
Exact Systems Group has been operating since 2004 and 
is now a leading supplier of quality control solutions, i.e. 
selection, repair and sorting of parts, components and 
finished products for the automotive industry and is 
one of the largest companies in Europe. The company’s 
main customers are manufacturers and suppliers of 
the automotive industry and car manufacturers. The 
company’s customers are also units involved in mass 
production in the electronics, household appliances and 
cosmetics industries.

Stand 37

Trelleborg Sealing Solutions
Trelleborg is a world leader in engineered polymer 
solutions that seal, damp and protect critical applications 
in demanding environments. Our innovative engineered 
solutions accelerate performance for customers in a 
sustainable way. Trelleborg Sealing Solutions is a leading 
global supplier of polymer-based critical sealing solutions 
deployed in demanding general industry, light vehicle 
and aerospace environments.

Stand 38
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Pick Up
OEM Car Exterior Accessory manufacturer and Supplier of 
accessories in the field of Pick-Up, Off-road, 4x4 vehicles. 
IATF 16949, TUV certified company.

Stand 27

Plast Group
Plast Group is a leading supplier of plastic components 
and injection moulds able to meet the requirements of 
the most demanding markets. We have more than 40 
years of know-how and experience in injection moulding 
and tools manufacturing. Our capabilities include also: 
painting, tampoprinting, serygraphy and different 
assembly lines. Our mission is to Realize Unique Ideas 
through Group innovation approach, professional team, 
passionate attitude and Company values in order to 
develop our legacy of the family business. 

Stand 28

PalletBiz
PalletBiz is a network of wood and metal packaging 
production units and distribution depots for packaging 
and handling materials. In addition to the produced 
wooden and metal products, PalletBiz also offers a range 
of services for our clients, including Pallet Repairing and 
Pooling of pallets to mention a few. The broad coverage 
of the network and the central point of purchase makes 
the PalletBiz network unique to its competition.

Stand 29

Klarwin
Klarwin® is the emerging European company specialised 
in technical consultancy, systems and services in the 
area of applied engineering for filtration, separation and 
purification of fluids and treatment of water.Stand 30

Pöppelmann
Pöppelmann KAPSTO® – Plastic protective caps and plugs 
for every application. Our KAPSTO® protective caps and 
plugs ensure optimum protection during production, 
storage and transport. Every protection element of our 
KAPSTO® standard program with over 3,000 versions 
perfectly protects your application. – All individually 
tailored according to your requirements. Whether robust, 
low-abrasion, temperature resistant or sealing – you will 
find the right protective element here.

Stand 31

Electroprecizia
ELECTROPRECIZIA S.A. Group, established in 1936, has a 
long experience in the field of plastic injection,electric and 
electronic equipment manufacturing. ELECTROPRECIZIA 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT S.R.L was established in august 
2009 and it is specialized in plastic injections, electric 
and electronic equipment manufacturing, mounting 
and assembling. We also manufactures products 
designed within Electroprecizia SA, and carries out Lohn 
production.

Stand 32
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SolarX
The all-in-one integrator for your photovoltaic project. 
Choose premium equipment from the pioneers of the 
photovoltaic industry. We are exclusive distributors 
and premium partners for the German manufacturer 
of photovoltaic modules -SolarWatt GmbH. We 
accompany you in every stage of your project: from 
consultation, design, financing, execution, configuration, 
to commissioning and maintenance throughout the 
system’s operation.

Stand 46

PMM-Moldes
PMM-Moldes Lda, is an award-winning Portuguese mould 
company, specialized in the production of thermoplastic 
injection moulds for different fields to all over the world.

Stand 49

FozMoldes
FozMoldes is a Portuguese moldmaker stablish since 
1996. We are specialist is plastic injection tool for 
Automotive and other areas with similar level of quality.

Stand 50

P.M.C. Marine Saefty
Having a high level engineering background, we, P.M.C. 
Marine SAFETY S.R.L., are able to offer a high range of 
premium safety equipments and services. Since 2006, 
PMC Marine SAFETY provide safety solutions including 
portable and fixed gas detection, flame detection, SCBA, 
EEBD, breathing air, fall protection equipments, PPE, 
complete safety solutions in general. Out motto: “Safety 
& Quality, Our Style & Our Mission!”

Stand 51

KVT-Fastening
KVT-Fastening is an expert for high-quality, special 
fastening applications and offers engineering solutions 
based on the wide product portfolio of the leading 
manufacturers in the market. High-performance 
solutions from KVT-Fastening are found wherever 
absolutely safe and secure connections are essential. 
These small but extremely resilient components play key 
roles where it matters most whether in the electronics 
and energy sector, the automotive and transportation 
industries, aviation and aerospace, engineering and 
construction, precision engineering, or medical equipment. 
Solutioneering - always the best solution in mind. 

Stand 52

Robotsnet Consulting
Robotsnet Consulting is one of the first robotic companies 
in Romania. We analyze, simulate, design then make 
the complete application for a diversity of customers 
from Automotive industry in Romania and abroad. As 
the company grew, we sold more than 400 robots from 
Fanuc, Kuka, ABB, Mitshubishi and Universal Robots. 
Starting 2015 we became first distributor for collaborative 
robots from Universal Robots. We provide the complete 
package to end user from technical documentation to 
implementation.

Stand 47

Freudenberg
Surtec is the preferred supplier of chemical specialties for 
surface treatment. We are unique in delivering solutions 
for Industrial Parts Cleaning, Metal Pre-treatment 
and Electroplating.  Founded in 1929 in Munich as a 
retail company for mineral oil products, today, Klüber 
Lubrication is one of the world’s leading manufacturers 
of speciality lubricants offering high-end tribological 
solutions to virtually all industries and markets worldwide. 
Our commitment is to develop and manufacture high 
quality chemical specialties and processes to meet our 
customers requirements.

Stand 39

Global Source
Global Source is a high level technology equipment 
and solution provider for all industrial and laboratory 
requirements. We offer personalized solutions for 
inspection, measurement, testing requirements, and 
design and development for technical furniture.

Stand 40

Kvalix Automatika
Kvalix Automatika is a competent partner in factory 
automation. Located in Hungary and Romania, Kvalix 
Automatika designs and produces special purpose 
assembly and inspection machines, performs precise and 
quality machining of custom and small series metal and 
plastic parts and is distributor of sensors and controllers 
for industrial automation. Kvalix is ISO 9001, ISO 14001 
and ISO 45001 certified.

Stand 41

Electrolytic Coating
Founded in 2013, Electrolytic Coating has established 
itself as one of the leading companies for surface 
treatment in Romania, currently supplying local and 
international customers. We’re providing ZnNi surface 
treatment on metal parts for automotive industry, in 
both, rack and barrel technology.

Stand 44

Grosvenor SCM
Grosvenor SCM, with the Head Office in Romania and 
operations in 6 countries, is one of the most important 
distributor in Electronic & Automotive Industry. With an 
experience of 18 years in the market we, continuously, 
adapt and improve our portfolio of products and services 
to help our customers in any demanding situation. During 
the years, we developed strategic partnerships with 
leading manufacturers, helping us to serve our customers 
in Eastern European market at the highest level.

Stand 42

Edorom Metal
The main activity of EDOROM METAL company is cold 
plastic deformation, including the following processes: 
stamping, progressive stamping,bending and press 
assembly. We process all types of metals, ferrous and 
non-ferrous, with thicknesses between 0.4 and 4.5 mm 
Automatic presses from 40 to 250 tf.

Stand 45

Stand 43

Stand 48

Stand 53



CR Moulds
CR Moulds is a company with 20 years of expertise on 
manufacturing moulds for plastic injection moulding. It´s 
a company that invests on technology and know-how to 
answer to the most demanding requests of the market. 
CR Moulds promotes a distinct support to it’s customers, 
beeing present on its facilities whenever needed. 
The company is committed with quality control, wich 
considers a key point to achieve efficiency and continous 
improvement.

Stand 60

Sauter Turning Process
Sauter Turning Process S.R.L was founded in 2015 and is 
a subsidiary of Sauter GmbH in Germany and has over 
75 years of successful experience in the manufacture of 
precision turned parts. We manufacture turned parts and 
assemble assemblies for every customer and industry, 
whereby our core competencies are not only in the 
implementation of customer products, but also in process 
development and process management.

Stand 61

Lavmi Perla
Established since 1992. Automotive parts producer since 
2004. Became Tier 1 supplier for Dacia, Group Renault, 
in 2010. Partner for Renault in many projects - DACIA 
LOGAN, DACIA DUSTER (all generations), RENAULT 
ARKANA, RENAULT K-ZE etc. Main industries served : 
Automotive, FMSG. 

Stand 62

Ergo Technik
Ergo Technik offers services and products in the field of 
automotive, e-mobility, electronics, food and beverage, 
fluid technology, speakers / speakers, maintenance, 
repairs and overhauls, products such as bonding, sealing 
and encapsulation solutions.Stand 63

Mecalux
Mecalux is one of the leading intralogistics technology 
companies worldwide. It is at the cutting edge of 
warehouse automation and software development. 
Its metal shelves are also synonymous with quality in 
the industry. We are backed by 50 years of experience, 
a determined commitment to innovation and — most 
importantly — our customers’ satisfaction. Whatever 
the characteristics of your business, we have a storage 
solution for you.

Stand 64

MDE Converting
MDE Converting is specialized in die-cutting, laminating, 
specialty slitting and rewinding large log-rolls and sheets 
of adhesive tapes, film, foam and felts, into custom made 
adhesive components. Our converted tape products are 
used for a variety of applications in almost all industries 
like: automotive, appliances, electronics and many other. 
In 2020, we have achieved IATF 16949 certification, 
a quality standard required by the car industry. An 
acknowledgement of the expertise built over the years 
and the capacity to serve the most demanding customers.

Stand 65

Bros Trading
We are a company specialized in the commercialization 
of components for industrial automation, offering a full 
range of products, mechanical, electrical and pneumatic 
components.

Stand 66
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Somema
Located in Marinha Grande, Portugal, SOMEMA is a 
company with more than 63 years of experience in the 
field of injection moulds. Our 3 production units give 
us the capacity to manufacture and perform trials for 
moulds up to 35 tons. We export 100% of our product 
all over the world, specializing in tools for automotive 
industry, automobile batteries, houseware, components 
for construction industry, electronics and more. We 
would like to put our know-how and skills at your service 
and in this way contribute to the growing and success of 
both companies.

Stand 54

Edwards Vacuum
Edwards are a world leader in the design, technology, 
manufacture and service of vacuum pumps for a wide 
range of applications, tailoring solutions to the customers’ 
needs. For more than 100 years Edwards has been at 
the forefront of vacuum pump technology, help make 
manufacturing and service cleaner, smarter, economical 
and environmentally friendly.

Stand 55

Arnold Umformtechnik
Companies active in the mobility and high-tech industries 
who are looking for intelligent fastening solutions, 
functional components and appropriate processing 
systems, know us to be an expert development partner, 
and value our problem solving capabilities. Under 
the brand name of BlueFastening Systems ARNOLD 
supplies fasteners and perfectly harmonised complete 
systems, that quite literally guarantee maximum stability 
and safety in these dynamic times. Sustainability is 
in ARNOLD’s DNA, manifesting itself in a variety of 
ecological, economic and social activities.

Stand 56

Demgy
Our MULTIPLASTURGY® concept allows us to simplify, 
LIGHTEN and implement your plastic projects, even the 
most complex. Expertise of the two factories in Romania 
(Fagaras and Deva): Thermoplastic injection •Technical 
and decorative parts •Over molding of inserts metallic 
•Gas assisted injection •Sequential injection Decoration 
•Painting (water based and solvent based) •Tampo 
printing •Laser printing •Serigraphy •Hot stamping 
•Roctool technology Chrome plating •Cr6 and Cr3 
technology (for plastic parts) Metal Electroplating •Zinc 
coating (for metalic parts) Assembling.

Stand 57

Elemente Comanda Auto
Manufacturing of parts and accessories for engines, 
chassis, suspensions and braking systems on the basis of 
customer product technical specifications.

Stand 58

Ejendals AB
Ejendals is a Swedish heritage brand, founded in 1949 by 
Valfrid Ejendal in Leksand. We specialise in developing, 
manufacturing and marketing premium quality safety 
products that protect both hands and feet, helping create 
a safer everyday life in tens of thousands of workplaces 
throughout the World. Our profound understanding of 
safety is invested in products that make a difference to 
lives around the world. We see the future as being one of 
knowledgeable innovation and respect.

Stand 59
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E.ON Romania
Energy efficiency solutions for a sustainable business. 
E.ON has developed a portfolio of solutions that support 
the long-term business of its partners, helping to optimize 
energy costs and reduce the carbon footprint.Stand 68

Stand 69

Electro Promex Invest
We are an integrated group of companies with offices 
in Romania and Austria with experience in prototype 
production, product design, electronic production and 
functional testing. We have assembly solutions in SMD 
and THT technology. We specialize in both schematic 
design and final assembly of electronic products.

Stand 76

Nutechnologies 
Nutechnologies is an ambitious company, formed in 
2012 and specializing in promoting innovative industrial 
equipment: 3D printers, laser systems for cutting, welding, 
2D and 3D marking. We are authorized technical and 
commercial representative for: Stratasys - world leader for 
professional 3D printing systems; Sisma - Italian market 
leader for laser systems.

Stand 77

Black Sea Brokers And Clearance
We started in 2016 as a customs clearance company. 
Driven by our passion, we have succeeded in bringing 
together the best professionals in this field, who are now 
part of our team. And because we like to dream big, 4 
years ago we started to grow the freight forwarding part 
of the company. Today, we are one of the leading figures 
when it comes to everything logistics: air, sea and road 
transport, warehousing and customs clearance.

Stand 78

Concepthype
CONCEPTHYPE is an engineering company focused on 
Research & Development, innovation and IT Services, 
ready to start any project from scratch. Although our 
biggest industry is Automotive, our strong mindset and 
process applies well on any kind of project, no matter 
what industry or development language is used.

Stand 79

PQ Plast
Injection molded plastic parts & modules. Supplier for 
Tier1 & Tier2: interior, exterior, safety, decorative & more. 
PQ-Plast is production subsidiary of Gentner/Germany 
- a family owned company 3rd generation. Capabilities: 
Engineering & development, Tool shop, Injection 
molding, Painting shop, Assembly lines, Surface covering 
technologies, Test/control & measuring equipments, 
Certif.:ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO/TS 16949.

Stand 80

Infinite Ratios
Infinite Ratios Gearbox

Stand 81

Grimas Control
GRIMAS Control is a privately held multinational 
company, which was founded in Romania in 2008 
and it is part of the group GRIMAS companies, Austria 
and Hungary. The company provides a wide range of 
control and measurement equipment for destructive 
and nondestructive control with applications in 
various industrial fields such as: automotive, aerospace, 
petrochemical, civil and military shipyards etc. We are 
constantly looking beyond customer’s expectations in 
order to deliver market leading products wherever they 
are needed.
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Risk Management Company
RMC is one of the first companies in Romania to establish 
itself as a job shopper on the metalworking market. 
RMC provides high-quality services in the field of 
metalworking: LASER METAL SHEET CUTTING, LASER PIPE 
CUTTING, ABKANT BENDING, TIG/WIG AND MIG/MAG 
WELDING.
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BGMgroup
BGMgroup is a company with 100% Romanian capital, 
having production locations in Arad. The client network 
includes the entire territory of Romania and in the 
countries of Central and Eastern Europe. The company’s 
management and employees understand and respect 
values such as: social and environmental responsibility, 
partnership and trust, proactivity, creativity and 
efficiency, speed and flexibility.
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Dressel+Hoefner International
We are your supplier of choice for high-quality injection-
moulding tools and components made of plastic and 
metal. We engineer and produce bespoke vehicles 
to suit your specific requirements. We can provide 
you with certified armoured vehicles and special 
protection solutions designed to save lives. Companies 
in the automotive sector, industry in general, medical 
technology and numerous other segments put their faith 
in our capabilities, and our special vehicle construction 
never fails to live up to every expectation.
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Gebruder Weiss 
Gebrüder Weiss Holding AG, based in Lauterach, Austria, 
is a globally operative full-service logistics provider with 
about 8,000 employees at 180 company-owned locations. 
In the last fiscal year (2021), it posted annual sales of 2.5 
billion euros. Its portfolio encompasses transport and 
logistics solutions, digital services, and supply chain 
management. The twin strengths of digital and physical 
competence enable Gebrüder Weiss to respond swiftly 
and flexibly to customers’ needs.
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Famatech
The Famatech history begins in 2004, in Talmaciu, Jud. 
Sibiu, Romania, in a production hall with a total surface 
of 3000 square meters and using modern industrial 
equipment. We offer supple technical connections 
(supple ringed bellows, supple cuffs, compensators etc.), 
thermic and sound-proof protections (covers, welding 
protection screens), PVC, silicone and folded fabric 
protection bellows (slipway covers), and also special 
equipment such as bulk charging systems and Big Bag 
charging stations.
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Electro Promex Invest
We are an integrated group of companies with offices 
in Romania and Austria with experience in prototype 
production, product design, electronic production and 
functional testing. We have assembly solutions in SMD 
and THT technology. We specialize in both schematic 
design and final assembly of electronic products.
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Guidetti East 
Guidetti East is the official distributor of many Italian 
companies specialized in recycling parts made of plastic 
and metals to obtain pure fraction of both materials, for 
example electric cables, harnesses, injection and blow 
molded parts with metal insert. The process is based on 
shred and separation with different solution, depending 
from the input material. Company is active in Romania 
since 2016 and offer to the clients consultancy, after sales 
service and spare parts always available in our stock.
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Profimatt
Profimatt is one of the main suppliers in Romania for 
technical training and workshop programs especially in 
the plastic molding domains.
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Transilvania Business
Monthly magazine Transilvania Business is the sole 
premium publication mainly focused on economic 
activities in Transylvania and Banat – Romania, but also 
integrates articles about main national investments and 
projects and also international trends & events.Stand 86

TechnoMarket
TechnoMarket is the leading Romanian industrial 
magazine which covers a very diversified area of industrial 
domains.
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Alfa Motor Technology
We have been producing stamped, embossed, welded 
and powder coated series parts since 2004. In 2014, 
we have approached the field of industrial mechanical 
engineering and started manufacturing machine tools 
and workstations for serios production, embossing dies 
and metal punches. As of 2017, we offer PLC programming 
for process automation, machine tools and dedicated 
software. We aim to become one of the main suppliers 
of products in the field of mechanical engineering and 
automation. 
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Askania
Askania is a leading packaging supplier which offers 
a wide range of products classified into three main 
categories:
1. Cardboard and paper packaging;
2. Disposable products;
3. Raw materials from expanded polyethylene.
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InTradeFairs
InTradeFairs is an online B2B and B2C platform for 
industrial companies, the organizer in Romania of 
the Automotive Expo, Industry Expo, Emsetech and 
Techology Expo trade fairs.
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Zaleco
We are a multi-material company specialized in industry 
packaging, offering solutions in cardboard (including 
inlays, dividers, boxes and many more), honeycomb 
cardboard, packaging foam (EPE, PU, EVA foams) (cutting, 
stamping, laminating, assembly), ESD foam (dissipative, 
conductive), alveolar plastic (including returnable boxes 
with accessories and inlays), corrugated PP plastic sheets, 
corrugated PP plastic boxes, corrugated PP plastic 
dividers or wood/plywood/MDF solutions. Our services 
also include design, optimization and fast sampling.
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Standard Service 2000
Standard Service offers advanced material testing 
solutions in industrial or research laboratories. The 
equipment portfolio is provided by leading manufacturers 
from Europe, USA and Japan.KONICA MINOLTA-Light 
and colour measurement. HITACHI- Optical Emission 
Spectroscopy, X-ray Fluorescence and Laser Induced 
Breakdown. QNESS-Hardness testers Brinell, Vickers, 
Rockwell. ATM-Machines for metallographic analyses. 
MTS-Universal testing machines.
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Centro Software
LET’S MOVE TO A BETTER BUSINESS WITH ERP AND 
INDUSTRY 4.0 PROJECTS. Founded in 1988, Centro 
Software has developed the best 2nd generation ERP 
with optimised organisational models that increase 
company efficiency and reduce costs in accordance with 
the “LEAN Organization” principles. We are a team of 150 
high-skilled people, and we have a network of over 70 
certified partners.
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ENGEL Injecție
ENGEL Injection is the Romanian subsidiary of ENGEL 
Austria since 2007. 
• The main activities are represented by sales, machine 
installation, maintenance and service of injection molding 
machines and peripheral equipment (accessories) for 
these machines. 
• In addition to these, we also offer you training courses 
in the Training Center in Bucharest, where you can gain 
advanced knowledge about the use of ENGEL machines.
• The range of equipment we deal with includes: 
- ENGEL injection machines and robots made in Austria; - 
second-hand machinery through ENGEL Used Machinery; 
- dryers, conveyors, feeders, dispensers for plastic 
materials, impurity separators - centralized cooling 
systems for injection machines and molds (manufacturer 
TECHNOTRANS);
- granulators for plastic materials, in various configurations
- chillers and thermoregulating devices for molds
- spare parts
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Sistec
Sistec is an integrator of IT complex systems and solutions, 
with multiple technical certificates and 30 years of 
experience on the Romanian IT&C market.
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Jankovits Engineering
As a manufacturer of unique machines we do not have a 
perpetual choice of products; we design and manufacture 
optimal single-purpose machines, production lines, 
automatic or semi-automatic equipments on the 
basis of the demands of our partners.We offer our 
clients a comprehensive service from conception to 
implementation. Over the past few decades we have 
successfully completed nearly 500 individual projects in 
almost every sector of the industry.
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Prifer
Prifer Group is offering multi-level and integrated global 
solutions for industrial outsourcing.
With over 800 employees and 12 factories in Portugal, 
France, Poland and Morocco, we offer following 
integrated industrial solutions in the following areas:
ENGINEERING & DEVELOPMENT (Program Management, 
Concept Evaluation, Product Design & Innovation, 
Industrial Optimization & Validation); MOLDS (Project 
Management, Tool Development, Production, Assembly, 
Try-outs, Global Footprint); DIE CASTING (Die Casting, 
CNC Milling, Finishing, Assembly); METAL (Cutting, 
Punching, Bending, Welding, Assembly); PLASTIC (2K & 3K 
materials, Overmolding, Metal inserts, Try-outs, Pre series 
& Series); SURFACE ENGINEERING.
We are currently supplying the automotive, consumer 
goods, electronical, lighting and medical industries, 
exporting to 22 countries.   
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NanoSystems MC
Cleanroom Expert manufactures bespoke cleanrooms 
designed to meet the industry requirements, from design 
to commissioning. Our cleanrooms can be free standing or 
can incorporate existing walls, they are built according to 
the ISO 14644 standard to reach ISO 5 to ISO 8 cleanliness 
level. Additionally we can also offer temperature and 
humidity control and meet the specific ESD control 
requirements.
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Lincode Labs
Lincode Labs, an AI and Industrial IoT products organization, 
provides an affordable inspection platform that can help 
any manufacturing company achieve 100% inspection 
efficiency by reducing the false calls in parts per million 
and its cycle time. The main goal is to help manufacturers 
automate visual inspection and improve overall equipment 
effectiveness (OEE) by identifying product defects using 
artificial intelligence and deep learning. We work with 
some of the world’s leading companies in the Automotive, 
Aerospace, Electronics, industry. In total, has been used 
over 25 Million inspections and 250 workstations deployed 
to over 14 countries worldwide. For this year, we are 
making efforts to expand our presence globally and be 
well known as the number one patented solution in quality 
control by combining traditional machine vision simplicity 
with accurate AI.  
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Vieweg
Dispensing specialist Vieweg GmbH offers products, 
technic and know how to all kind of questions belonging 
to dispensing of fluids and pastes. This can be a varnish on 
a board a point on a pencil or a line of adhesive on a cover. 
We find solutions for applying your low-, middle- und high 
viscose material exactly. Our strength lilies in dispensing 
small amounts in allmost all production processes. 
Adhesives, greases, oils are dispensed just like silicone 
or casting compounds. Depending on the application, 
1-component or 2-component systems are used.
The product range extends from simple manual systems to 
multi axis dispensing robots.
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Total Materia AG
Total Materia AG Global Leader of the Materials Information 
Solutions ( Visit us on Stand “106” ) Total Materia is an 
extremely useful and unique online Material Solution, 
especially for R&D, P&D, Design CAD/CAE/FEA , Production, 
Quality and Materials Procurement, Purchasing activities. 
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Miller Manufacturing
CNC metalworking company with World Class 
Manufacturing standards and integrated Management 
System based on digital managerial tools compliant with 
Industry 4.0. We are working with clients from automotive 
and aero-space industry, providing high complexity parts 
at high precision standards.
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INAS
Founded 1991 with origins in the aviation industry, INAS 
maintains its position of major provider for best-in-class 
CAD/CAM/CAE/PLM/IoT/AR software solutions, training, 
technical support and consulting services. The company 
is being recognized on the Romanian and international 
market as a leading technical consulting center for a wide 
spectrum of industrial applications from automotive, 
aerospace and heavy equipment to nuclear and defense. 
INAS was founded on the belief that working together as 
a team with our customers is fundamental to a successful 
and long term partnership. The company is committed 
to deliver the services in a timely manner and with high 
accuracy of results. Customization of services is also an 
important component of our job, we always seek to offer 
the most suitable solution to every customer, no matter 
we’re talking about software implementations, technical 
support and training or consulting projects.
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PLC Merkezi
PLC Merkezi LTD continues its business life, which has 
started in 2006 in Istanbul, Turkey, by adding the company 
has established in Burgas, Bulgaria in 2018. We sell and buy 
KUKA, ABB, FANUC, YASKAWA branded used robots and 
industrial automation parts to our valued customers. In 
addition to these, we also offer services such as;       
• Buying used robots,       
• Used and refurbished robot sales,       
• Robotic spare parts supply,       
• Robot maintenance and robot electronics repair,       
• Engineering services
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DS Smith Packaging 
DS Smith is a leading provider of sustainable packaging 
solutions, paper products and recycling services worldwide. 
Today, we operate in more than 30 different countries, 
proudly employing over 30,000 people. It’s thanks to the 
skills and knowledge of our employees that we are able to 
provide our customers with strategic support across their 
entire packaging Supply Cycle.
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Finder Echipamente 
Finder is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of relays 
and timers. The company was founded in 1954 near Turin in 
northern Italy by Piero Giordanino, who in 1949 patented 
the first stepper relay for installations. Finder currently 
manufactures over 400,000 different products every day, 
marketed in over 80 countries through its 28 subsidiaries. 
The company has supplied relays for the Romanian market 
since the 60s, sporadically at the beginning, but after 1990 
in a constant way.
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Bufab Romania 
We offer an extremely wide range of stocked standard 
fasteners, and we specialize in trading with any imaginable 
C-parts according to your unique needs and demands. It 
could be a magnet, metal, or plastic part. It could be turned, 
injected, extruded, stamped, forged, milled, molded, or 
even assembled. All parts of our offer are based on years 
of experience in how we can make a difference for you as a 
customer in the best way.
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Ingun Prüfmittelbau
For over five decades, INGUN has been a global leading 
company offering the most versatile portfolio of test probes 
and test fixture accessories. We provide our customers 
worldwide with direct technical and sales support in over 
65 countries and have more than 400 employees.
Our high-quality Made in Germany products are recognised 
in a wide range of industries including automotive and 
e-mobility, telecommunications and renewable energies. 
Utilising our comprehensive expertise in combination 
with feedback from our valuable customers, we develop 
cutting-edge technologies to provide a not just products 
but precise, reliable, and durable solutions.
INGUN – Your Partner for Future Technology.
Products & Services:
INGUN offers everything for the connection from test 
point to test system – Test probes, Test fixture kits and 
Customizing accessories. 
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Gotec Rom
Gotec Rom is specialized in metal and plastic parts surface 
treatment and coating of rubber - metal parts with 
bonding agent, as well as production of blank metal parts 
on CNC lathe and plastic injection molded parts. Available 
surface treatment processes: ZnNi treatment on racks with 
or without sealing; ZnCa Phosphating and Aluminium 
Phosphating in drums; Degreasing: alkaline or with 
Perchlor steam; Shot blasting; Bonding agent application. 
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Enterprise Analytics
Enterprise Analytics is a consulting firm specializing in 
business analytics, data architecture, data integration 
and the Internet of Things. We provide expert guidance 
and support to help companies leverage the power of 
data to drive growth and improve operations. Our team 
of consultants has extensive experience in these fields 
and we help our clients to align their business objectives 
with data-driven decisions by providing services such as 
data strategy, data governance, data warehousing, data 
modeling, data integration, data visualization, and IoT 
implementation. 
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Heilind Electronics
Heilind is one of the world’s leading distributors of 
connectors, relays, switches, thermal management and 
circuit protection products, terminal blocks, wire and 
cable, wiring accessories, and insulation and identification 
products. We are the industry’s pre-eminent interconnect 
distributor, with the largest inventory of connector 
products in North America. 
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CGR Transilvania
CGR Transilvania is part of the mechanics division of the 
CGR International group. The plant from Romania was 
founded in 2007 under the name of Sideo RO but since 
December 2015 it was acquired by the CGR group. Being 
located in the center of Romania, in Cristian, Sibiu, DN 1 km 
322 + 280, it is easy for us to serve customers regardless of 
geographical location.
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Sartorom Impex
Sartorom, the first laboratory equipment company 
founded after 1989, with fully Romanian capital, 
celebrates 30 years of activity in Romania. Our services 
focus on delivering complete solutions for laboratories 
in all industries, including research and development, 
production or quality control. We are the first supplier of 
laboratory instruments in Romania to be ISO 9001 certified 
and ISO 17025 accredited as a calibration lab.
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PPI Adhesive Products
PPI Adhesive Products Limited was established in Waterford, 
Ireland in 1970 and is a world-renowned manufacturer 
of an extensive range of precision converted technical 
adhesive tapes, die-cuts, and laminates for a wide range of 
industries and applications, most notably in the Electrical, 
Electronic, Automotive, Aerospace and Medical sectors, 
as well as a wide range of tapes for specialized industrial 
and high-tech applications. Utilizing our experience in 
the development and manufacture of adhesive tapes, we 
can offer our customers the competitive edge required 
in a progressive marketplace. We work closely with the 
customer to understand the application and specify the 
correct tape to be utilized. Exporting to over 60 countries 
globally we excel in developing customized adhesive 
tapes, laminates, and die-cuts to individual customer 
specifications and requirements.
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We are where you are

Sibiu
Singapore
Split







Misiunea noastră este să ajutăm companiile să își
descopere adevăratul potențial, preluând controlul
asupra costurilor cu energia electrică și accelerând
totodată tranziția către un viitor verde, sustenabil.

office@solarx.ro
+40 745 507 128

PREIA
CONTROLUL
ASUPRA
COSTURLOR CU
ENERGIA 

solarx.ro

#VERDEȘISMART

De ce noi?
Pentru că suntem parteneri
premium exclusive al producătorului
german Solarwatt GmbH și oferim
toate serviciile necesare pentru
implemetarea unui sistem
fotovoltaic la "cheie" .



Manufacturing of
bungee cords, webbing
and nets

www.eurosandow.com

www.e-cablaje.ro
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Would you help us improve future Automotive Expo & B2B Meetings events by completing our short survey?



www.automotiveexpo.intradefairs.com 

event
program

8:30               Check-in and reception

9:00               Welcome message

9:05               Automotive Industry Statistics & Trends

9:10               Gebruder Weiss presentation
 
9:20               Enabling drive-by-wire: new approaches with Paragraf graphene-based sensors 

9:30               Smith & Associates Europe Presentation 

9:40               Digital tools for competence management in industry  

9:50               A digitalised factory without changing the production machines

10:00             Exhibition visiting & B2B meetings (see the exhibition layout)

12:40             Lunch break

14:00             Exhibition visiting & B2B meetings (see the exhibition layout)

15:40             Co�ee break

16:00             Exhibition visiting & B2B meetings (see the exhibition layout)

18:00             End of the AUTOMOTIVE EXPO & B2B MEETINGS

Adrian Sandu - Executive Secretary Romanian Automobile Constructors Association

Andreea Covalcic - Branch Manager Cluj& Sales Field Manager

Sarah Driver - Product Manager Paragraf Ltd.

Claudiu Georgescu - Event Manager inTradeFairs (Automotive Expo, Industry Expo, Emsetech, Technology Expo)

B2B web platform for buyers and suppliers  ( www.intradefairs.com )

Luciana Cuc - General Manager of Cluj Office - Smith & Associates Europe B.V.

Cosmin Cricleviti - CEO - Adaptive Management Consulting

Franco Scravaglieri - Software Engineer and Consultant - Centro Software


